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By Wesley Morris, Globe Staff 
 
In 2006, I bought a white MacBook from the Apple Store at the CambridgeSide Galleria. The 

kid who delivered the box looked me in the face, smiled, shook my hand, and said, 
"Congratulations from Apple on your new MacBook!" No one in the history of my buying 
anything − pies, socks, t-shirts, books directly from their authors − had ever welcomed me to a 
club. Not with so much earnestness and gusto and teeth. 

Oh: and it was a computer. Made in China. That, of course, is the miracle of Apple. I wasn't 
thinking about factory conditions. I wasn't even buying a computer. I was a buying a lifestyle 
upgrade. I was buying a piece of Steve Jobs and what Steve Jobs knew to be true of me, what he 
knew to be true of most of us. 

We don't like computers. 
Computers are scary. They're nightmares to fix, lose our stuff, and, on occasion, they crash, 

producing the blue screen of death. Steve Jobs knew this. He knew that computers were bulky 
and hernia-inducing and Darth Vader black. He understood the value of declarative design. He 
was the Ernest Hemingway of technology. 

Jobs removed the fear and essentially hid the computer: the iPod (computer as record crate), 
the MacBook (computer as personal office), the iPhone (computer as lifeline), the iPad 
(computer as, well, we're still figuring that out). He took computers and turned them into 
something to play with and love. He turned them into toys. And he turned us into worshippers 
and fans. He also made us more confident with technology. 

Jobs died on Wednesday after battling pancreatic cancer, and it seemed to suck the air out of 
a world already being roiled by bad news. What was striking about his death − the day after 
Apple unveiled a new iPhone − was that Jobs didn't simply touch our lives. When he died, he 
was still in the act of changing them. That's what separated him from the other chief executives. 
He always looked like he was working. For us. 

His suit was a pair of jeans and a black mock turtleneck. No matter how much of him 
remained mysterious, his passion, as he put it, for "making something wonderful" was obvious. 
In 15 years, wonderful changed the world. 

That's why, in a moment of mounting public contempt for executives and corporations, 
people are building shrines for Jobs. Protesters have been rallying on Wall Street and around 
Boston, disgusted by the gulf between us and them. We don't know what chief executives do. We 
just know how much they make. Jobs was endearing because, while he was rich, he didn't make 
money; he made a product of utmost tactility. During a time of economic recession and high 
unemployment, he was a not-entirely-incidental beacon of optimism: His last name was Jobs. 

That optimism changed the movies, too. In 1986, Jobs bought an animation house that 
became Pixar, and in 1995, Pixar released "Toy Story," the first full-length, fully computer-
animated movie. This frontier made us nervous. No more hand-drawn animation? But most Pixar 
films are better than most live action films. 

At Apple, Jobs elevated the repairman to rock star. They aren't techies or members of a Geek 
Squad. Openly, proudly, they're "geniuses." Even if they aren't, really, they're geniuses to us. 

As much as Apple is a company, it never strikes the culture as a corporation. What Apple 
uses and creates has been bad for landfills, the designers of album covers, brick-and-mortar 
anything, and attention spans. Yet Apple maintains a high approval rating, particularly in relation 
to, say, Microsoft, which, despite having a philanthropic chief executive, has never succeeded in 
giving itself a human face. In the Mac vs. PC ads, Apple bills itself as the antidote to Microsoft. 
To love Apple wasn't to sell out. It was to buy in. Most people use PCs, but Apple has the 
mindshare. 

There are better electronic devices for reading, but none is as sexy as the iPad. And standing 
beneath the white light of an Apple store is like standing on a Stanley Kubrick movie set. His 
"2001: A Space Odyssey" predicted Jobs and a future where technology was our friend. Kubrick, 
of course, didn't like what he saw. And occasionally, I have my doubts. 

Through my window, I sometimes see a couple on their sofa in front of the television with 
their MacBooks. There's a sad scene in Miranda July's recent breakup movie "The Future," in 
which a couple does a version of the same thing. Some nights, I'm in that relationship, too. The 
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dark about the Apple chief exec-
utive’s health and the company’s
succession plans. The Apple
board of directors should have
challenged Jobs’s actions, but
rarely did, according to Post.

‘‘There was really pretty poor
corporate governance,’’ he said.
‘‘There was a board that was
dominated pretty much by him.’’

Jobs isn’t the first legendary
corporate leader to leave behind
nagging doubts about his succes-
sors. Similar questions arose af-
ter the deaths of McDonald’s
Corp. founder Ray Kroc, Wal-
Mart Stores Inc. founder Sam
Walton, and other executives
that seemed inseparable from
the businesses they led. Some of
those companies, like Wal-Mart
and McDonald’s, continued to
thrive beyond the tenure of their
famous leaders, while others fal-
tered.

Apple has already experi-
enced life without Jobs. Kicked
out of Apple in 1985, Jobs was
recruited back to save the com-
pany in 1997. Not only did Jobs
return, but his rescue turned
him from goat to hero. It was
then that he began the winning
streak of iconic products that
transformed Apple into a $350
billion consumer electronics be-
hemoth.

At the coffee chain Starbucks
Corp., founder Howard Schultz
retired as chief executive in
2000, but came back in 2008 af-
ter the company stumbled. He
did lead a successful revival of
the business, although not quite
on the same scale as Jobs at Ap-
ple.

One example of a business
leader who planned well for his
1988 departure was Wal-Mart’s
Walton, according to BU’s Post.
‘‘He had a trusted person who
followed him as CEO, and they
had systems in place, and they
were able to continue the Wal-
Mart juggernaut,’’ Post said.

Consider the difference be-
tween McDonald’s continued
success after Kroc’s death in
1984, and the fortunes of rival
fast-food chain Wendy’s Interna-
tional Inc., which faded after the

2002 death of Dave Thomas, the
charismatic founder who often
appeared in the company’s TV
commercials. ‘‘They never really
got back on track’’ after Thom-
as’s death,’’said Post. ‘‘That left a
huge void in the company, and
that’s the kind of void we’re like-
ly to see at Apple.’’

Harvard’s Kaplan was far
more optimistic about the pros-
pects for Apple, citing the way
Jobs carefully groomed executive
Tim Cook, who joined the com-
pany 13 years ago, to be his suc-
cessor. Cook filled in for Jobs
when the latter took leaves of ab-
sence to address his health prob-
lems, and took the chief execu-
tive position when Jobs stepped
down in August.

During Tuesday’s unveiling of
Apple’s new iPhone 4S smart-
phone, Kaplan noted, Cook
shared the stage with several of
the executives who will now lead
Apple, including Scott Forstall,
who oversees Apple’s mobile
software development, Eddy
Cue, senior vice president of In-
ternet software and services, and
Boston College graduate Phil
Schiller, vice president of world-
wide product marketing.

Kaplan said that was a subtle
message to the world that Apple
has a deep pool of talent capable
of carrying on without its charis-
matic cofounder. In a sign of
market confidence in the compa-
ny’s prospects, Apple shares lost
only 88 cents yesterday to close
at $377.37 on the Nasdaq Stock
Market.

The 1985 ouster of Jobs from
Apple, engineered by then-chief
executive John Sculley, taught
Jobs the crucial importance of
promoting leaders from within,
said Kaplan. Jobs himself had re-
cruited Sculley from soft drink
maker PepsiCo Inc. Later, ‘‘he re-
alized that’s a very risky thing to
do,’’ Kaplan said.

After his return to Apple,
Jobs took pains to promote and
groom talented veteran staffers
who were steeped in the compa-
ny’s traditions. ‘‘I’m impressed
with Apple’s products and with
Steve Jobs,’’ Kaplan said, ‘‘but as
a leadership professor, I’ve been
particularly impressed by how

they develop talent.’’
The succession plans of other

high-profile corporate chieftains
may draw more scrutiny from in-
vestors in the wake of Jobs’s

death.
Warren Buffett, chairman of

conglomerate Berkshire Hatha-
way Inc., long said that he would
continue to work until he is inca-
pacitated or dead. Now 81, Buf-
fett says that a plan is in place to
replace him.

Last month, Buffett named
hedge fund manager Ted Wes-
chler to help manage the compa-
ny’s investment portfolio.

Weschler joins Todd Combs,
another hedge fund manager
who was assigned similar duties
last year.

Both men are considered
prime candidates to succeed Buf-
fett.

‘‘He may the oldest CEO in
this country,’’ Kaplan said of Buf-
fett. ‘‘If you have the luxury of
being a CEO at that age, you
need to be clear to people. And
he’s done that, and he’s done it
well.’’

Jobs brought as much focus
to the unglamorous and difficult
problem of succession as he did
to the design of the iPhone or
iPad, according to Kaplan.

‘‘This is something that great
companies worry about and
great CEOs worry about,’’ he
said, ‘‘for good reason.’’

Hiawatha Bray can be reached
at bray@globe.com.
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People took photos of the Steve Jobs plaque at the Walk of
Fame in Kendall Square that celebrates technology and the
entrepreneurial spirit. Below, Apple fans in Tokyo paid tribute.
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ATLANTA — There’s a legal
battle brewing in Georgia over
whether licensed gun owners
should be allowed to carry fire-
arms to churches, synagogues,
mosques, and other places of
worship after state lawmakers
banned them from doing so last
year.

The US Court of Appeals for
the 11th Circuit in Atlanta heard
arguments yesterday on a lawsuit
brought by the central Georgia
church and gun rights group
GeorgiaCarry.org asserting that
the law violates their constitu-
tionally protected religious free-
doms. State lawyers said it was a
small price to pay to allow other
worshippers to pray without fear-
ing for the safety. The panel of
judges roundly criticized the suit
after hearing oral arguments but
didn’t immediately make a rul-
ing.

Georgia is one of a handful of
states with the restrictions —
court papers say Arkansas, Mis-

sissippi, and North Dakota have
also adopted similar laws — and
court observers, religious lead-
ers, and Second Amendment
groups are closely watching the
outcome of this case.

If yesterday’s arguments are
any indication, the challengers
are facing a tough fight. All three
judges on the panel raised tech-
nical legal concerns about the
lawsuit targeting the 2010 law.

It seemed the biggest stum-
bling block was the group’s deci-
sion to target the state but not
the local prosecutors and au-
thorities who would actually en-
force the law. Judges pounced on
GeorgiaCarry.org lawyer John
Monroe as soon as he began
making his arguments.

‘‘We’re not asking you to put
in more defendants,’’ said Circuit
Judge Gerald Bard Tjoflat. ‘‘What
we’re saying to you is there’s
nothing we can do for you.’’

The suit was brought on be-
half of the Baptist Tabernacle of
Thomaston, where the Rev. Jona-
than Wilkins said he wanted to
have a gun for protection while
working in the church office. The
judge also questioned how ban-
ning firearms in a place of wor-

ship violates religious freedoms.
At one point, Circuit Judge Ed

Carnes questioned whether there
is any passage in the Bible that al-
lows guns in churches. Did any
challenger, he wondered, argue:
‘‘Thou shalt have the right to
bring a gun to church?’’

Monroe said his client quoted
scripture that underpinned his
beliefs on firearms, but he wasn’t
able to offer any of the quotes at
the hearing.

State attorney Laura Lones
countered that the law only mini-
mally restricts gun rights in
churches. She argued the law can
be interpreted to allow gun own-
ers to bring their weapons into
houses of worship as long as they
have permission and keep the
weapons secured. Carnes,
though, called it a ‘‘creative’’ in-
terpretation of the statute.

The lawsuit revolves around a
long-standing fight between gun
owners and state lawmakers over
where they’re allowed to take
their firearms. Most gun rights
advocates cheered when Georgia
lawmakers lifted restrictions in
2010 that had long banned them
from carrying their weapons into
public gatherings.

Ga. ban on guns in churches challenged
US appeals court
hears arguments
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In 2006, I bought a white
MacBook from the Apple Store at
the CambridgeSide Galleria. The
kid who delivered the box looked
me in the face, smiled, shook my
hand, and said, ‘‘Congratulations
from Apple on your new Mac-
Book!’’ No one in the history of
my buying anything — pies,
socks, t-shirts, books directly
from their authors — had ever
welcomed me to a club. Not with
so much earnestness and gusto
and teeth.

Oh: and it was a computer.
Made in China. That, of course,
is the miracle of Apple. I wasn’t
thinking about factory condi-
tions. I wasn’t even buying a
computer. I was a buying a life-
style upgrade. I was buying a
piece of Steve Jobs and what
Steve Jobs knew to be true of me,
what he knew to be true of most
of us.

We don’t like computers.
Computers are scary. They’re

nightmares to fix, lose our stuff,
and, on occasion, they crash,
producing the blue screen of
death. Steve Jobs knew this. He
knew that computers were bulky
and hernia-inducing and Darth
Vader black. He understood the
value of declarative design. He
was the Ernest Hemingway of
technology.

Jobs removed the fear and
essentially hid the computer: the
iPod (computer as record crate),
the MacBook (computer as per-
sonal office), the iPhone (com-
puter as lifeline), the iPad (com-
puter as, well, we’re still figuring
that out). He took computers and
turned them into something to
play with and love. He turned
them into toys. And he turned us
into worshippers and fans. He
also made us more confident
with technology.

Jobs died on Wednesday after
battling pancreatic cancer, and it
seemed to suck the air out of a
world already being roiled by
bad news. What was striking
about his death — the day after
Apple unveiled a new iPhone —
was that Jobs didn’t simply touch
our lives. When he died, he was
still in the act of changing them.
That’s what separated him from
the other chief executives. He
always looked like he was work-
ing. For us.

His suit was a pair of jeans
and a black mock turtleneck. No
matter how much of him re-
mained mysterious, his passion,
as he put it, for ‘‘making some-
thing wonderful’’ was obvious. In
15 years, wonderful changed the
world.

That’s why, in a moment of
mounting public contempt for
executives and corporations,
people are building shrines for
Jobs. Protesters have been rally-
ing on Wall Street and around
Boston, disgusted by the gulf
between us and them. We don’t
know what chief executives do.
We just know how much they
make. Jobs was endearing be-
cause, while he was rich, he
didn’t make money; he made a
product of utmost tactility. Dur-
ing a time of economic recession
and high unemployment, he was
a not-entirely-incidental beacon
of optimism: His last name was

Jobs.
That optimism changed the

movies, too. In 1986, Jobs
bought an animation house that
became Pixar, and in 1995, Pixar
released ‘‘Toy Story,’’ the first
full-length, fully computer-ani-
mated movie. This frontier made
us nervous. No more hand-
drawn animation? But most
Pixar films are better than most
live action films.

At Apple, Jobs elevated the
repairman to rock star. They
aren’t techies or members of a
Geek Squad. Openly, proudly,
they’re ‘‘geniuses.’’ Even if they
aren’t, really, they’re geniuses to
us.

As much as Apple is a compa-
ny, it never strikes the culture as
a corporation. What Apple uses
and creates has been bad for
landfills, the designers of album
covers, brick-and-mortar any-
thing, and attention spans. Yet
Apple maintains a high approval
rating, particularly in relation to,
say, Microsoft, which, despite
having a philanthropic chief
executive, has never succeeded
in giving itself a human face. In
the Mac vs. PC ads, Apple bills

itself as the antidote to Micro-
soft. To love Apple wasn’t to sell
out. It was to buy in. Most people
use PCs, but Apple has the mind-
share.

There are better electronic
devices for reading, but none is
as sexy as the iPad. And standing
beneath the white light of an
Apple store is like standing on a
Stanley Kubrick movie set. His
‘‘2001: A Space Odyssey’’ pre-
dicted Jobs and a future where
technology was our friend. Ku-
brick, of course, didn’t like what
he saw. And occasionally, I have
my doubts.

Through my window, I some-
times see a couple on their sofa
in front of the television with
their MacBooks. There’s a sad
scene in Miranda July’s recent
breakup movie ‘‘The Future,’’ in
which a couple does a version of
the same thing. Some nights, I’m
in that relationship, too. The
most terrifying sequence in
Pixar’s ‘‘WALL-E,’’ more or less
about two gizmos in love, is the
way man has evolved into a
dumpling obsessed with his
screen. It was a vision of the
future that occasionally feels like
now.

We don’t know whether Jobs’s
revolution has enhanced or
ruined us. Are we smarter or
ruder? More efficient or more
indolent? More creative or more
consumerist? It’s impossible to
remember a before. We are our
screens now. Which is to say that
Jobs is the quintessential vision-
ary. Without leaving civilization
entirely, how can we see around
what he saw? Would we even
want to now?

Wesley Morris can be reached at
wmorris@globe.com.

For better or worse,
he tamed technology

Steve Jobs took
computers and
turned them into
something to love.
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most terrifying sequence in Pixar's "WALL-E," more or less about two gizmos in love, is the 
way man has evolved into a dumpling obsessed with his screen. It was a vision of the future that 
occasionally feels like now. 

We don't know whether Jobs's revolution has enhanced or ruined us. Are we smarter or 
ruder? More efficient or more indolent? More creative or more consumerist? It's impossible to 
remember a before. We are our screens now. Which is to say that Jobs is the quintessential 
visionary. Without leaving civilization entirely, how can we see around what he saw? Would we 
even want to now? 
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